Glazing | Titan Accent

Optimal Rx lens Base 5 and Silhouette pliers blue and BLS 58/98/97
Inclination | Titan Accent

1. Hold lens fixation firmly with mounting pliers
2. Open temple
3. Enclose temple edge firmly and adjust inclination at the hinge into requested direction
Temple Opening | Titan Accent

Reduce

Enlarge
Temple disassembly | Titan Accent

1. Place red-multi-tool at the hinge to the stop. Select suitable diameter of round part, according to distance between temple and lens.

2. Close temple and press it through behind round part.

3. Temple will get loose with a click.
1. Place side part exactly at holes of SPX-temples.
2. Apply counter pressure on frame side part.
3. Press SPX-temple into hinge.
Adjusting Temple End | Titan Accent

- Titanium inlay inside temple end enables “cold“ adjustment.
- Curve temple in large moves.